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Export and import in international business transaction is a main source on 
supporting economy of one country. Development of international trade in this area, 
especially in international economic practice is highly increasing. In relevancy with 
intellectual property right (IPR), this point in regard has more urgent point. As we look 
that, every product traded in the international trade practice can not be separated from 
IPR, from apparel, daily need products to luxurious products, is connected with IPR. 
With this point of view, this thesis will discuss about one part of intellectual 
property right, i.e. trademark related with international trade practice, and more 
narrowly focus on parallel import. This topic is a hot one for many scholars both in IPR 
field and legal and business practice, trying to dealt with how trademark parallel import 
in business view (for importer or actor of international trade) is to gain profit, and to  
support free trade principles, and in legal protection view is that trademark parallel 
import could infringe the right of trademark holder or manufacturer or legal distributor 
who has a legal right on products concerned.  
Parallel trading has emerged as one of the major issues of ongoing discussion in 
the theory of international trade and practice. It contains a variety of pragmatic issues, 
including economic, legal, and marketing matters. On one hand, it is desirable to shield 
the public from possible confusion or deception regarding the origin of a branded good. 
On the other hand, there are reasons considered to be good for preventing copyright and 
trademarks from being used to carve up markets and to create artificial barriers to free 
trade. Therefore, there is no consensus about the current policy relating to parallel 
imports. 
The main interesting issues are how to settle this quarrel of these two kind s of 
point of view. It is strongly related to regulation on the country which being a stage for 
trademark parallel import practice, and is also connected with the economic situation on 
that country. For developing countries like China and Indonesia, this issue becomes a 
key issue, and a test how will intellectual property law and regulation be enacted and 
applied on the two countries. Finally, in conclusion, this thesis provides suggestions and 
recommendations for solving this issue in the future. 
 











































































This thesis contains two major issues, parallel import and intellectual property. 
Parallel import and intellectual property are closely related. Many parts of intellectual 
property, such as copyright, patent and trademark can be applied in parallel import. This 
thesis will focus on trademark parallel import. The reason is that many products 
appearing around us contain trademark. As two big developing countries in Asian 
region, China and Indonesia need to explore this issue.  
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Importation as a part of international trade practice is a significant factor in 
connection with economic development of one country. Importation which has a 
conceptual meaning as to bring in the goods and services (e.g. a commodity) from one 
country to another country has a purpose to encourage development of domestic 
market, beside for trade balance.1 This is the same with the main idea of export 
oriented country, which has assumed that it could increase employment opportunity 
and to maximize production ability of that country, 2 for some stages, import oriented 
country could also gain economic profit, beside increasing employment, the argument 
is when the import products bring a good quality, lower price than the same level 
products whose producer and manufacturer in domestic country, the market demand 
will stimulate and increase consumer demand, and finally result in the competition 
among manufacturers in domestic and overseas country, which domestic manufacturer 
will try to reduce price, increase products quality, develop products quantity, and lead 
to hire more employees. On the contrary, for some country, the situation is that they 
are in the condition lacking of latest technology, have no ability to produce high 
technology product, and have only one choice to import such products, this condition 
is specifically met on the third country area. In general condition being excess of 
resources, both in natural resources or human resources (in term of cheap employment 
wage), this country could take this opportunity to invite developed country, to invest 
and manufacture high quality products in their country. 3 
China’s rapid economic transformation over the past three decades and 
Indonesia’s economic growth are increasing since economic crisis in 1998 has 
                                                 
1 Import article. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/import 2012-01-16 
2 Samen, Salomon Ph.D. Export Development, Diversification, and Competitiveness: How some developing 
countries got it right http://blogs.worldbank.org/files/growth/ExportDevDiv&CompetitvenessHowDidSome  
DevelopingCountriesGotItRightMarch2010(1).pdf> 2012-01-16, in this report, the writer defined export growth of 
one country as the expansion of export in volume and value which has variety of reasons including potential 
contribution to employment and growth of national products. 
3 M Hoekman, Bernard, E Maskus, Keith, Saggi, Kamal, Transfer of technology to developing countries: 
unilateral and multilateral policy option. http://www-wds.worldbank.org> 2012-01-16. this paper also concerned 















presented both opportunities and challenges as described below.  
From an earlier view, China’s foreign trade could be investigated from ancient 
era, passing with a silk road through central Asia, and in the Ming era, when Chinese 
ships traded across maritime area, reaching an Africa coast. Until the country's reform 
and opening-up policies implemented in 1978, and especially since its accession into 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, foreign trade has turned into a major 
locomotive driving China's economy forward at a much faster speed. According to 
official statistics, economic growth was average 9.5% over the past two decades, and 
still continued. Undoubtedly, this economic performance has been driven by changes 
in government economic policy that have progressively given greater rein to market 
forces.4 China started transformation from the agricultural sector, and then extended 
to industry and services sector. Also in China, with the promulgation of Company 
Law that permitted private individuals to own limited liability corporations. In 
intellectual property area, Chinese government also enforced a number of law and 
regulation in order to encourage internal and international market, and many attempt 
in line to promote business environment, such as allowing foreign direct investment in 
the country, reducing tariffs, abolishing the state trading monopoly. 
This momentum of economic raise has continued and lead to the reform of a 
large number of Chinese laws and regulations. In 2001, revision of China’s Trademark 
Law is one of the symbols of Chinese government’s effort in harmonizing its law and 
regulation with international rules.5 
Nowadays, with the trade surplus reality, Chinese government attempts to 
encourage more imports by formulating more policies and fiscal measures, including 
import loans, import credit insurance, etc.. Data showed that, China imports were 
worth $122.7 Billion USD in January 2011. China imports mainly commodities: iron 
and steel, oil and mineral fuels as well as machinery and equipment, plastics, optical 
and medical equipment and organic chemicals. China’s main imports partners are: 
Japan, European Union, South Korea, Taiwan and ASEAN countries.6 
                                                 
4 Jiangxiong, Zhou. China Foreign Trade: A History. http://www.bjreview.com.cn. 2012-01-19. 
5 China Opening up to the possibilities of the knowledge economy. http://www.oecdobserver.org.2012-01-23. 

















Figure 1.1 China Imports data on January 2012 
Indonesia is a largest economy country in Southeast Asia and one of the 
emerging market economies which are in right line of economic growth. Since 
financial and economic crisis in mid-1997, its economy is increasing and in 2011 the 
economy grew 6.5 %. Indonesia government takes many efforts to improve business 
and investment environment, such as to promote foreign investment, manufacture, 
industry, and also strengthen law and regulation in line to boost economic 
development. In intellectual property (hereinafter IP) area, new laws and regulations 
also bring a attention. The improved legal environment offers a good opportunity for 
IP owners to get into Indonesian market, so the protection and legal certainty are 
urgently needed. The protection and monitoring for IP such as trademark, copyright, 
industrial design, patent and trade secret are brought attention.  
Although we need to admit that export were vital to Indonesia’s economic 
development, but it’s traditionally based on the country’s rich natural resources and 
agricultural productivity. In recent years, with international relation being a key point 
and merged into much trade relation with neighboring country, such as ASEAN-China 
free trade area, in fact it has raised importation of goods into Indonesia. With the 
consequences of reducing import tariff in the captioned regional Agreement, import of 















As the statistic showed, Indonesia imports were worth $16339 million USD in 
December of 2011. Indonesia’s major imports are: machinery and equipment; 
chemicals, fuels and food. Main import partners are Singapore, China, European 




Figure 1.2 Indonesia imports data January 2012 
 
From these facts, importation in China and Indonesia are rapidly increasing. 
This means as being in a largest market in Asian region, the two countries need to 
adopt more measure in regulating more complex issues in importation.  
Another issue is idea or knowledge (IP) which is an important part of trade too. 
This value lies in invention, innovation, research, design, this is a reason that the so 
called intellectual property is tightly related to trade relation, for broader meaning in 
trade relation among countries, it plays a central role in driving productivity, 
employment, and overall growth in one country’s economy. In recent years, many 
areas of goods, like films, music recording, books, and computer software are bought 
and sold because of the information and creativity they contain, not usually because of 
the plastic, metal or paper used to make them. Many products traded between 
countries as low technology goods or commodities contain a higher proportion of 
invention and design in their value, for example brand named clothing.8 
                                                 
7 Ibid  















Focusing on trademark topic as one of important part of IP, trademark as an 
embodiment of human intellectual works that has significant roles in facilitating and 
improving trade of goods and services, and investment. Trademarks with their brand 
image can satisfy the consumers’ need for identification or distinctive tokens, which is 
very important and serves as assurance of the product or service quality in a free trade 
and free competition atmosphere. Trademarks serve as an identification mark since 
they are used to distinguish the products of a person, persons or a corporate body from 
other persons or corporate bodies. That is why a trademark is an asset of a company 
that may have many gains when utilized by observing the good bus iness and 
management process aspects. A trademark is a key consideration in making business 
decisions and is also intellectual capital with economic value that may be added in 
products and technologies. A trademark can also improve the value or be assured for 
the investor and financial institutions.  
So important is the trademarks’ role that legal protection must be attached to 
them in connection with an individual or corporate body rights. For goods and 
services in the trade and industry, the roles of a trademark are so important thanking 
to their economic and juridical aspects.  
In line with the growth of international trade and the advancement of 
information, communication and transportation technologies, the globalization of 
trademarks, which is one of the embodiments of intellectual works of humans, is 
inevitable. 
The main issue contain in this thesis is about the protection of intellectual 
property right, specifically in trademark area, deals with how to protect trademark 
right in case of parallel importation. In one side trademark owner or manufacturer can 
be given the right to prevent others from using their mark, and in the other side to use 
that right to negotiate payment or return for others using them.  
Relating to the current issue about parallel importation, both in business trade 
area and in intellectual property area, many scholars or academics has written and 
made a research on this topic. Parallel importation means the importation, without 















country, where this product has been marketed by the trademark owner or in another 
legitimate manner. It is mainly used when the price in the third country is 
considerably lower than the price the patent holder charges in the country concerned. 
Internationally agreed trade rules for intellectual property right (hereinafter IPR) is an 
attempt to settled this issue, although parallel import is allowed under the Agreement 
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (hereinafter Trips 
Agreement); in fact, Trips Agreement explicitly states that it does not address the 
issue of parallel import, thereby leaving countries free to determine their own policy 
in this respect.9 
At times it is argued in one side that allowing parallel import in developing 
countries will result in an increase in counterfeit and/or substandard products in the 
market and will therefore have a negative impact on consumers, on the other side, it is 
also argued that restricting parallel import means the limitation and contravention of 
the principal of free trade. The two points of view are interesting and so based on one 
country’s policy to determine this issue. 
With this empty space left for one country to deal and regulate this issue, in 
relation to consider many factors connected, it could influence one country’s 
economic development, as political and legal issue, the solution for parallel import 
must be found and decide the best policy regarding this important issue.  
This thesis aims at reviewing trademark parallel import problem in China and 
Indonesia, including legal institutions, doctrines and practices of regulating parallel 
import and looking to their future development. It is expected to be references for 
China and Indonesia to take in its adopting and improving a legal regime in this area.  
In addition to the Introduction, this thesis consists of three chapters. First 
chapter defines trademark protection in China and Indonesia. In this chapter it not 
only explores original meaning of them, trademark historical development, 
application, regulations, practice, but also discusses their relations and implication 
with international trade. Chapter two explores trademark parallel import problem in 
                                                 
















China and Indonesia. In this chapter also determine the legal issue arising from it. In 
response to various definitions of parallel import, this thesis starts with determining 
the substantive problems of parallel import and the purpose of finding out the 
solutions of them. Hence, this thesis defining parallel import as a phenomenon where 
goods or services which have been placed on the market by the IP holders of import 
territories or with his consent, or those with the same origin of the holder's rights, are 
imported without the holder's consent. On this basis, the legal features of parallel 
import are analyzed and categorized as they are classified. In this part, it also explains 
problem arising from trademark parallel import issue in China and Indonesia, cases 
involving this issue. 
In conclusion, this thesis determines the main problem of parallel import issue 
in China and Indonesia. In this chapter, it also provides suggestions and 
recommendations for solving this issue in the future. For China, it is necessary to take 
clear position in parallel import issue, and for Indonesia, it needs to strengthen their 
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